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“Items in this section reflect the infants and young child’s need 
to interact with objects providing diverse sensory input. Vision, 
touch, hearing, cause and effect, basic concepts and simple 
motor skills are all reinforced.”

AnimAl Soup
A kooky critter game to ad-
dress visual scanning  at-
tending and figure ground 
skills. Each flip of a books 
page creates a new critter for 
everyone to try and locate on 
the playing board. Attributes 
change with each flip. So 
stay organized, pay atten-
tion to all those details, and 
you’ll be the high scorer! 

E8845   
                           Discontinued        

! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.

WooDEn StRinGinG BloCK SEt
Each set includes 12 chunky wood beads and a cotton lace with 
long, round tipped wooden needle and permanently attached end 
bead. Built for success, these first stringing beads are attractively 
decorated on both sides and each can stand on edge, making them 
perfect for pretend play as well as lacing. Two styles available. 
E5320  String & Beep  
E5325  String a Farm 

FiRSt puZZlES
A wonderfully engaging 
set of 6 colorful two piece 
puzzles. Choose delightfully 
happy critters or very cute 
vehicles that fit together eas-
ily for early puzzling success. For 
18 months and older. Helps build 
motor coordination, vi-
sual discrimination and 
language skills.
E5010 Farm    
Discontinued       

mini SHoppinG CARt
It looks and works just like the big-
ger ones in the stores but this mini 
cart is sized for young children.  
Sturdy, all metal construction with 
full rotating front wheels and folding 
seat for a doll or a stuffed animal 
friend.  Also has shock absorbing 
front end and stabilizer rods on 
three sides to help keep the cart 
from tipping.  Works well as an as-
sist for beginning or unsteady am-
bulators as well as a push along, 
clean up bin on wheels.
                         E1755   Discontinued       

SoRt & SnAp 
ColoR 
mAtCH
Wow! How can 
one product do 
so much? Comes 
with an 11” x 15” wooden playboard with 54 holes, 10 re-
versible picture cards and 64 Snap Caps in 4 colors. Start 
with coloring in the picture cards by placing the match-
ing snap caps in the holes. You can also use the black 
and white side of the card and color in the picture your 
way. Or use no picture card and simply make patterns 
on the wooden playboard. For older students try having 
them hold board in vertical position with one hand while 
other hand places caps. Snap caps fit snugly into holes so 
they will not fall out even if turned completely over. Slight 
resistance when removing gives fingers a mild workout. 
Comes with idea sheet with over 10 different activities. A 
really great piece of equipment you will use with every-
one on your case load – even the older kids!     E1764  
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! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.

! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.

! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.

ABC lACinG AniimAl CARDS  
Classic lacing boards brought up to date with colorful 
graphics and lacing holes sequenced from A-Z. The let-
ters of the alphabet and their sequence are reinforced 
as children sharpen their bilateral motor coordination 
and motor planning skills. You get 6 extra thick wild ani-
mal cards, and 6 - 36 inch laces in each set.    
           E2595   

CAtERpillAR DiCE
A simple threading toy for young hands. Roll the 
die to see which color segment of the caterpil-
lar goes next. Seven beautifully crafted all wood 
pieces create such a cute critter even the older 
kids will want to play!           E5620   

mini puZZlE pACK – AnimAlS
This terrific set of 4 mini non-interlocking puzzles 
comes with 4 raised animal pieces per puzzle. There is 
a duplicate picture of each animal in its cutout for more 
successful matching and piece placement. Start by 
completing one puzzle board at a time and work up to 
visually scanning through all 16 pieces to find the ones 
you need. Comes in a 6x5x2 wooden travel storage 
case with clear plastic lid.            E1774   Discontinued       

  

lEARn to DRESS monKEy
Mr. Monkey is a fun, non-stressful way to introduce young children 
to dressing and fastening tasks. The friendly, and easy to handle 
22” plush doll has 11 different dressing activities to help improve 
fine motor skills. Practice buttons, snaps, hook and loop, zipper and 
more. Sneakers, socks, overalls and shirt can be fully removed and 
put back on and laces can be tied. You help the monkey with his 
clothing and he will help you with yours!         E5315   

ZooB JR.
Combines Zoob’s award 
winning creative play 
with 
larger, softer pieces de-
signed for young children. 
Zoob Jr’s  pieces are made
of a special material that 
flexes and returns to its 
original shape for a snug fit 
and easier snapping together. Set comes with 15 pieces and 
instruction cards featuring basic connections and directions for 
over 12 creations. Great bilateral and arm workout. Also facilitates 
hand strength and motor planning.     E0445   

GivE A DoG A BonE
This simple, first board game for preschoolers requires no 
reading but does encourage some basic attention to detail, 
counting and turn taking. Roll the die to move the puppy along 
the every changing game path. Land on a space that fea-
tures your dog and you collect the number of bones shown. 
When all the bones have been used, the person with the 
most bones wins.      E0563   Discontinued       
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BEAD SEquEnCE
This sturdy set of 44 jumbo wooden beads 
also comes with 5 wooden rods and 10 se-
quence/pattern boards. Beads come in 7 
shapes and 6 colors. All are self-contained 
in a wooden tray with slide on Plexi-glass 
cover. Holes and slots are built in to hold 
the rods and pattern boards vertical. Chil-
dren place the beads on the rods in the se-
quence presented in the patterns. Younger 
children can follow the colors; older ones try to match 
shapes as well. Great item for visual perception, hand skills 
and upper extremity stability work.      E1763   

my FiRSt SiGnS
This beautifully illustrated, 10 
page board book is filled with 
adorable full color pictures 
of toddlers demonstrating 43 
simple but functional words in 
sign language. Gestures are a 
natural part of communication 
and can help with the acquisi-

tion of expressive language. This book is very helpful in teach-
ing beginning singing to young children as well as to many 
older autistic children.                         E5833  Discontinued         

tEXtuRED SnAp BEADS
These are the crown jewels 
of snap beads! 16 highly tex-
tured, brightly colored top qual-
ity plastic beads snap together 
when pushed. A great bilateral 
workout for little hands. 
             E4403   Discontinued       

CHunKy 
SHApES puZZlE  
This bright, hand 
painted 8 piece 
form board will re-

ally grab your attention! To kids, 
the playful colors and shapes 
shout “Play with Me!” and these 
chunky pieces make that very 
easy. Pieces are so thick they 

sit down securely in the cut outs while still rising above the 
surface far enough for easy grasping by little hands. The 
pieces will also stand on their edge for added play value. 

   E1702   

intERACtivE 
lEARninG 
CuBES
You get 5 cubes, 
one cube holder and 
an amazing amount 
of play and learn-
ing value! Place any 
cube in the holder and a friendly voice will identify which 
picture, (animal or letter) the child is looking at. In the 
other game mode you simply push the button and now 
the friendly voice asks the child to find a specific picture. 
Place the cube in the holder to confirm it is correct. The 
graphics are friendly and clear while the colorful edging 
on the cubes makes them easy for little hands to grasp 
and hold. Provides a fun, engaging way to reinforce fine 
motor skills, auditory and visual processing, and animal, 
letter and beginning sound identification.   
         E3210 Animal Cubes      

E1975 Alphabet 
Cubes  

                                                                 Discontinued       
  

FAntAColoR JR.
A terrifically fun workout for 
little hands and eyes. Colorful 
plastic disks are pushed onto 
the 48 short peg-like projec-
tions on the clear 12”x12” 
pegboard. Pegboard can 
be used upright for great 
hand positioning or flat 
where it locks down as the 
top to the storage tray.  Comes with 16 colored picture 
cards and 48 disks in 4 colors.  Great for working on 
basic color matching, design copy and hand skills! 
    E6253   

! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.

nut & Bolt SEt  
Classic set of 12 large bolts and their matching nuts. The 
4 different diameters of the bolts can be easily matched 
by pairing parts with the same color and shape. All blue 
nuts are square in shape and fit all the blue bolts which 
have square tops. This lets younger children work or 
color and shape concepts while they exercise their hand 
skills and bilateral coordination.  A must toy for all 
children to experience!                           E1742   
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intERACtivE 
lEARninG 
CuBES
You get 5 cubes, 
one cube holder and 
an amazing amount 
of play and learn-
ing value! Place any 
cube in the holder and a friendly voice will identify which 
picture, (animal or letter) the child is looking at. In the 
other game mode you simply push the button and now 
the friendly voice asks the child to find a specific picture. 
Place the cube in the holder to confirm it is correct. The 
graphics are friendly and clear while the colorful edging 
on the cubes makes them easy for little hands to grasp 
and hold. Provides a fun, engaging way to reinforce fine 
motor skills, auditory and visual processing, and animal, 
letter and beginning sound identification.   
         E3210 Animal Cubes      

$18.95
E1975 Alphabet 
Cubes   $18.95

Kim’S Kup
Designed by a therapist, this simple product accomplishes 
a lot.  6 inch, high clear plastic cup with handle and 2 screw 
on/off caps. Caps have two different sized holes and a slit 
on top allowing various items to be pushed/dropped inside. 
Set includes: 6 spiney critters, 6 spiney balls, 12, 2” long 
pegs, 12 small 1/4 inch pegs, 12 plastic counters and 12 
small beans.  All require different grasp patterns and vary-
ing amounts of pressure to drop through holes into the con-
tainer. Great early toy, the handle encourages the use of 
both hands. Children love the simple cause and effect, the 
see through container, the feeling of accomplishment and 
the unique rattling when shaken.                 p6702  

EASy  GRip pEGS & BoARD 
Classic 25 hole rubber crepe pegboard 
with 25 large colorful, stackable pegs.  
Work on building hand skills 
and hand strength while re-
inforcing color rec-
ognition, patterns 
and color sorting.  
Latex free.  
 E6228   

pop A ConE
Pop‘em in, pop‘em out, pop and play! 
What could be more entertaining than 
building your own 4 scoop ice cream 
cone. Young children love choosing 
which flavor comes next. Great for 
building hand and arm strength and 
bilateral hand skills.       
    E1175   Discontinued       

mAKin’ Silly FACES 
A turn taking game for 
young children from Color-
forms. Spinner selects the 
facial feature to be added 
to your face card. First to 
complete their silly face is 
the winner! Includes: spin-
ner and 4 play surfaces. 
Ideal for body awareness, 
social skills and fun!         
     v2002  

WilD HoRSES
These are some of the wildest horses you have ever seen! 
Goal of the game is to round up as many horses  as you can 
by rolling the two multi-colored dice and grabbing the horse 
with the matching coat before the other players! If your colors 
have already been taken, you get to take a horseshoe card. 
When all horseshoe cards are gone play stops and the per-
son with the most horses wins. Quick, simple, visual percep-
tual game encourages color recognition, visual scanning and 
2 attribute matching. For young and old alike.

E2372   

RonDo vARio
Classic shape and color matching game 
for ages 3+. Comes with 4 cute little cat-
erpillar faces attached to sturdy laces with 
wooden tips. Players roll the symbol and 
color dice to see which shape, in which 
color, they are to put on next. Beautifully 
crafted with 42 wooden beads in 5 shapes 
and 6 colors. A great way to work on visual 
scanning and perception along with bilat-
eral and eye-hand coordination. 
                                E3233  Discontinued       

tRAFFiC JAm SnAp-BEADS
Unlike ordinary snapbeads, these come 
in fun shapes.  Trains, planes, boats and 
automobiles. Good for early sorting, iden-
tification, labeling, color recognition, hand 
and finger strength, and bilateral hand use. 
Don’t be fooled by the name, these beads 
are not a “snap” to join together. 16 large 
chunky plastic pieces to a set.   
           E8322  
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GiGA pEtS
We are all just “gaga” for Giga Pets! 
What is a Giga Pet? Giga Pets are 
soft, cute, fuzzy balls of color. Each 
color is a different animal, 8 in all. 
The 6 inch size makes them perfect 
for catch and throw by little hands. 
But Giga Pets are social critters so 
get a few and have a Giga Party!   
     E3538  Discontinued       

Spin ARounD

loCK n RoCK
Set of 4 different musical shakers that can 
be played separately or linked together. 
All are visually and auditorily stimulating 
and rewarding. Large handles are easy 
to grab and shake, encouraging hand 
and arm movement, bilateral coordina-
tion and cause and effect.
                             E0560  Discontinued       

tolo tRumpEt
Beautifully made, colorful 6 inch plastic 
trumpet is lightweight with a large easy 
grip handle. Just blow and press but-
tons to create different sounds. Perfect 
for working on respitory strength and 
endurance as well as lip closure. 
                            o8927   Discontinued       

SHApE - SounD 
puZZlE SoRtER 
Simple yet classic 3 shape sorter 
makes a fun sound each time one of the 
shapes slides through the tube.  Bright 
colors, easy to manipulate shapes and 
rewarding auditory feedback make this 
is a real hit for little ones 18 months 
and older.   E8931 

tWiRly WHiRly RAinBEADS
Just shake, rattle or roll to start the action!  Small, 
colorful balls cascade their way down the obstacle 
course making pleasant “rain like” noises. Obstacles 
inside clear cylinder spin and twirl setting off a tor-
nado of fun. Self-enclosed – so no loose balls.  Turn 
it quickly upside down for fast movement and excit-
ing sounds, or tilt it slightly for slower movement and 
quieter, more smoothing sounds. The 12” tall clear 
cylinder with soft rubberized ends for safer play is 
easily held by young hands.   
       E4461   

DAiSy pEG BoARD
Baby’s first pegboard comes with a soft 
flower shaped base and 20 chunky color-
ful pegs for placing, stacking and sorting. 
Reinforce controlled grasp and release; 
shoulder stability when stacking verti-
cally; and weight shifting in prone when 
playing in the “on belly” position. Comes 
in a sturdy box with handle for easy take 
along travel.    E0564  Discontinued       

BABy 
BuZZER 
Who would 
guess, this 
s i m p l e 
smiling face with the big bendable, 
textured ears is really a gentle vibra-
tor? And it blinks and plays music! Push 
one button for one input or all three for 
simultaneous blinking, music, and in-
termittent vibration. Provides controlled                                         
sensory input and can be used as a 
means of distraction when needed and 
an attention grabber.  E3362   

Classic toy 
provides fun 

vestibular play 
while building hand 

and arm strength. A must have for every 
clinic, preschool program and home with 
young children.             E8316 
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toolS FoR totS 
 A terrific-useful and needed addition to 
Diana Henry’s Tool for ……series. Loaded 
with practical, creative information and 
suggestions for parents, teachers and 
therapists to use daily with young children 
with sensory based behavioral challenges.       
X8004   

HAmmERS AnD moRE 
As the title says this is more than a hammer and peg 
game, though it does come with 2 wooden hammers 
and sixteen 3” wooden pegs. Pegs can be hammered 
or pushed into the 16 holes in the 1½” thick, square 
foam pegboard. Foam layers of differing densities al-
ter the amount of force needed to pound in the pegs. 
Set also comes with 4 double-sided color patterns 
that fit over the holes, indicating the color of the peg 
for that hole.  Push, pull, hammer, match - this is a 
great early learning toy!        E4443   Discontinued        

KiDDy ConnECtS
Perfectly sized for little hands 
these colorful plastic pieces are 
easy to grasp providing a suc-
cessful first construction experi-
ence. The 36 pieces in 6 colors, 
encourage bilateral coordination, 

hand strengthening and fine motor 
control while children build towers, 
fences and/or people with the addi-
tional Baby Connects set of 12 links 
all with engaging face!
E1550 Kiddy Connects   Discontinued       
E1539  Baby Connects   Discontinued       
E1944 Deluxe Kiddy Connect Set  

  (Both Sets)  Discontinued       

onE inCH CuBES
Classic set of 100 solid 
wood cubes in 6 col-
ors.  A staple in every  
pre-school, kindergar-
ten and therapy clinic. 
Use blocks to observe 
a child’s fine motor, 
control, upper extrem-

ity stability, design copy skills and spatial concepts.  
Enough pieces for multiple players or to split with 
another parent or therapist.  Definitely, a therapy and 
educational oldie but goody!    X2147 

Jump AnD JAm JunGlE
Colorful, fun, talking animal playmate for 1-6 players, 
really keeps kids moving! Offers 5 different games rein-
forcing color, shape and animal identification along with 
sequencing, auditory processing, and direction following. 
Answer questions by stepping on or 
hitting the correct section of 
the mat. Motivating way to 
work on balance, jump-
ing, weight bearing and 
hopping. Durable 32 inch 
mat with adjustable volume control. 
Great for group or individual            
  E3990   Discontinued       

StRinGinG pEGS AnD pEGBoARD SEt
Classic peg and pegboard set that every child should have the 
opportunity to experience. 25 hole crepe rubber pegboard comes 
with 32, 2 ½ inch long pegs with hole for stringing. Create your 
own designs or follow one of the 24 pattern cards. A great activity 
you will reach for again and again to improve fine motor skills, in-
crease hand/arm strength, introduce geometric and spatial think-
ing, and build patterning and design copy skills.  m2596  

! CHoKinG HAZARD Small parts not for under 3.

tEXtuRED pop BEAD
Easy to grasp, easy to snap, these textured beads 
are just the right transition size between our ex-
tra large snap beads for infants and preschoolers, 
(E8322) (E4403) and our more challenging sets of 
stars, hearts and bears (P9903).  100 beautifully 
crafted colorful beads in reusable plastic tube. Great 
for refining hand skills, shaping arches of the hand, 
and reinforcing bilateral hand skills. B3639  
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